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In this training session, I will be providing an overview of GSA Global Supply
and how it can fulfill your supply needs for commonly available items like
office products, tools and housewares. I’ll start with a bit of context on GSA
and our role in the National Supply System and along the way I’ll touch on
some significant, ongoing program changes underway for the GSA Global
Supply program.
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GSA was established by President Harry Truman on July 1, 1949, to streamline
the administrative work of the federal government. GSA consolidated a variety
of different functions, including the National Archives Establishment, the
Federal Works Agency, the Public Buildings Administration, the Bureau of
Federal Supply, the Office of Contract Settlement and the War Assets
Administration into one federal agency tasked with administering supplies and
providing workplaces for federal employees.
The original mission of the GSA was to dispose of war surplus goods (still an
issue 4 years after World War II ended), manage and store government records,
handle emergency preparedness, and stockpile strategic supplies for wartime.
However, over time GSA’s mission evolved, as it has for many Federal
agencies, to the the point where most attention is focused on its two largest
functions – the Public Buildings Service and the Federal Acquisition Service.
GSA provides workspace to more than 1 million federal civilian workers,
oversees more than 480 historic buildings, and facilitates the purchase of
goods and services from quality commercial vendors.
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Within GSA, the Federal Acquisition Service (FAS) was established as a
central organization to provide an economical and efficient system for the
procurement, supply, and eventual disposal of property. Its intent was to
eliminate duplicate functions and to establish a professional resource that
would maximize the government’s leverage in obtaining supplies and services.
On July 1, 1952, Public Law 436, the Defense Cataloging and Standardization
Act, was approved by the 82nd Congress. This law established a single catalog
system and related supply standardization program, and was instrumental in
establishing a uniform National Supply System. Section 11 of Public Law 436
reads as follows:“The Administrator of General Services and the Secretary of
Defense shall coordinate the cataloging and standardization activities of the
General Services Administration and the Department of Defense so as to avoid
unnecessary duplication.”
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In 1971, GSA and DoD entered into an agreement to eliminate avoidable
overlap between their respective supply systems. This agreement divided the
management of consumable items between GSA and the Defense Supply
Agency (DSA, now Defense Logistics Agency). It assigned to GSA those
Federal Supply Classes (FSCs), or commodities commonly used by federal
agencies, which are commercially available and not predominantly of a
military nature. DLA was assigned those items that were more military in
nature.
GSA Global Supply is a part of the Federal Acquisition Service and is the
Government to Government Supply source for commodities that GSA is
assigned under the 1971 GSA / DoD Agreement. GSA Global Supply has also
evolved into a strategic partner with DoD on full-service supply solutions in
CONUS and OCONUS environments. Throughout the rest of the presentation,
we’ll be talking in detail about the GSA Global Supply program – and some of
its responsibilities, particularly within the DoD Supply Chain.
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GSA Global Supply is a Government to Government Wholesale Supply
Source. As outlined in FAR 8.002, Priorities for use of Government supply
sources, GSA is referenced as a wholesale supply source (along with DLA)
that agencies should utilize for supply requirements. When placing an order
with GSA Global Supply, you are placing an order directly with the
Government. You are NOT placing an order direct with a vendor. GSA has
already procured the item on your behalf. Please note that you can also satisfy
UNICOR and AbilityOne (which manufactures items on the Procurement List
from NIB / NISH) requirements when purchasing through GSA Global Supply.
Both UNICOR and AbilityOne items are available within the GSA Global
Supply product offering.
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As an aside, I’ll note that our colleagues in GSA’s Personal Property
Management program oversee the GSAXcess program. This website
allows agencies with excess property to post it for consideration by
other federal agencies. You and your colleagues can use the site to
view or claim property from another federal agency. The URL in the top
line is the site itself. The one below that is part of GSA’s home page and
describes the process more fully.
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So, what does it mean to be a Government to Government Wholesale Supply
Source? GSA Global Supply has already procured the most in-demand product
on the Government’s behalf – meaning that your order is a simple requisition
between agencies. You don’t have to go out and compete items to ensure best
price, or worry about where the product is manufactured. GSA ensures that all
of the applicable Federal Acquisition Regulations are met so that you can
simply place the order. GSA Global Supply has been procuring items on behalf
of the government for almost 70 years – and, we have the knowledge and skills
to ensure mandates, executive orders, socioeconomic goals, and more are met.
When it comes to placing the order, you simply place a requisition utilizing
your DoD Activity Address Code (DoDAAC), Civilian Activity Address Code
or Government Purchase Card.
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DoD Customers can access the GSA Global Supply product offering directly
through their internal supply systems. You would simply utilize your supply
system - for Army, it would be SARSS - to order the applicable National Stock
Number. Once the order is placed through your supply system, the requisition
is routed via DLA Transaction Services to GSA for fulfillment. If it was a DLA
managed item, it would be route to DLA for fulfillment. GSA then processes
the requisition utilizing the information loaded for that particular requisition.
Status updates on items ordered will be routed back through to your internal
supply system.
Please note that GSA transactions conform to all specified DoD format and
performance criteria, such as shelf life and the appropriate markings for
transit through DoD transportation channels. Military regulations routinely
cite GSA policy and procedures as part of DoD Logistics guidance. Reference
DOD 4140.1 –R, DoD Supply Chain Materiel Management Regulation.
[C3.4.2.1 – Procedures. The 1971 Agreement on Supply Management
Relationships (Appendix 7) between the Department of Defense and the GSA
serves as the basic authority for implementing Integrated Materiel
Management.]
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So, let’s take a step back for a minute – and look at GSA Global Supply’s
support of DoD. GSA Global Supply’s mission has been in place since the
creation of GSA. As an owner with DLA of the National Supply System, GSA
plays a significant role in supporting the Department of Defense. In FY2017,
GSA Global Supply’s business volume was over $580M – and roughly 90% of
that support was provided to the Department of Defense.
When it comes to the type of support that GSA Global Supply provides, it
comes down to one clear objective: Mission Support. That mission has
included support for the warfighters in Afghanistan; disaster support for
hurricanes, tornadoes or flooding and of course everyday support of federal
employees worldwide. We provide supply chain solutions that meet the needs
of our customer base, regardless of location or mission.
GSA Global Supply has multiple Acquisition Centers that manage the entire
product offering available – more than half a million items. They also provide
special order support. And, lastly, GSA supports a few dozen retail stores
around the world. They are not part of GSA Global Supply any longer, but I’ll
touch on them briefly as an option.
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GSA was assigned those FSCs or commodities commonly used by federal
agencies which are commercially available on the civilian economy and not
predominantly of a military nature. DLA was assigned those FSCs or
commodities commonly used in military operations or weapons systems
support, irrespective of their use by civil agencies. GSA manages roughly
50,000 National Stock Numbers, whereas DLA manages upwards of 3.9M
National Stock Numbers. Some of key FSCs assigned to GSA include Tools
and Hardware, Shipping and Packaging Supplies, Office Products and
Housewares. Each of these FSCs contains hundreds to thousands of National
Stock Numbers.
To learn more about the NSN creation process, see the link and the reference
document on your screen.
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In addition to the National Stock Number offering, GSA also has a substantial
number of Part Numbers available for ordering. For more than a decade GSA
Global Supply has supplemented our NSN offering with commercial part
numbered items. We’ve partnered with industry leaders to provide access to
brand name items in a requisition-based environment. Again, GSA Global
Supply has done all of the upfront work and negotiated fair and reasonable
pricing so that you simply have to place the order.
GSA also provides access to a Special Order Program that allows customers to
requisition products unavailable in the GSA Global Supply offering (both
existing Part Numbers and National Stock Numbers). GSA is limited to
purchasing only those products and ancillary services that are within the
Federal Supply Classes that that GSA Global Supply manages. When utilizing
the Special Order Program, you have the flexibility of using either a
MILSTRIP or MIPR. GSA Global Supply handles end-to-end support from the
initial acquisition of the item, to shipment at your location and payment to the
vendor.
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As mentioned earlier when discussing FAR 8.002, GSA Global Supply is a
source of supply for AbilityOne items. GSA is a partner with the National
Industries for the Blind, and SourceAmerica. Approximately 3,000 AbilityOne
items are available for ordering from GSA Global Supply. When you purchase
these products, you are providing jobs for individuals who are blind or who
have other disabilities. Additionally, GSA has committed to not sell
commercial products that are “essentially the same.” If an AbilityOne product
exists, you should expect to receive that product.
GSA is also committed to a sustainable purchasing environment. GSA Global
Supply is committed to “greening” its product line by continuously increasing
access to sustainable product offerings: at this time more than 3,000 National
Stock Numbers exist with green attributes. GSA is also partnered with DoD to
meet service-specific environmental goals, to include PRIME (Plastics
Removal in the Marine Environment), and green alternatives to chemicals.
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GSA has expanding the scope of its Federal Strategic Sourcing Initiative
contracts. We did so across three broad categories of products, Office
Supplies, Janitorial and Sanitation products and Maintenance, Repair and
Operating supplies. Our intent is to leverage the buying power of the federal
government to secure better pricing, help you track spending data and still
satisfy socioeconomic purchasing goals.
Many of you have probably done some form of strategic sourcing for years.
But we’ve been able to bring some of those key benefits under the umbrella of
the “Requisition channel” contract vehicles for Global Supply orders.
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These changes are part of a larger Supply Transformation effort underway at
GSA. Let’s touch on a few elements.
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The image on your screen touches on a few of the key benefits. First
and foremost is the goal of saving you money. But at the same time, we
aim to improve the level of service by streamlining the number of vendor
partners we work with and standardizing elements like delivery time and
packaging standards. And with some IT enhancements implemented in
FY 16-17, we are increasing the level of transparency so we can better
see your order status and even tracking information on individual
shipments. These changes are also designed to comply with the DLMS
standards that are necessary to support our largest customer.
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So, there have been a few changes. We think you’ll notice the improved
pricing and service. Depending on your location, and our partners’ locations,
many of you will see faster delivery.
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More important is the list of things that do not change. GSA Global Supply is
NOT going out of business. We continue to offer you simple, requisitionbased ordering. Whatever method you like to place orders will still be
available. And no matter which partner ships an item to you, you can always
call GSA at the number on your screen to access customer service and resolve
a problem.
And for those large requirements that go beyond the scope of a wholesale
operation, you still have access to GSA’s Special Order program for assisted
acquisitions.
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Now that we’ve talked about the basics of the GSA Global Supply program
and the product offering available, let’s review the different ways that you can
place an order. GSA is focused on providing flexible ordering options. We
want to save you time and money by streamlining the order process. First and
foremost, you can place a MILSTRIP order either via your internal supply
system (such as GCSS etc.) or via a DD1348-6 (manual transmission). We also
provide web options for ordering product in a 24/7 environment. There are
three web options, and we’ll touch on them to highlight the key differences.
And, lastly, you have the ability to phone or fax in orders to our
knowledgeable call center staff.
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While we’re focused this week on the SmartPay card, it’s worth noting the
alternative we offer. When it comes to placing an order via a DoD Activity
Address Code, or Civilian Activity Address Code, your colleagues have
multiple ordering options. You can utilize MILSTRIP via your internal supply
system or place a DoDAAC order via Web, Phone and/or Fax. When you place
an order with GSA utilizing your DoDAAC, the order is integrated with your
Agency’s financial systems. Twice a month, on the first business day of the
month and again at mid-month, GSA bundles all of the pending
AAC/DoDAAC charges and conveys them to the Treasury Department. On a
monthly basis, Treasury draws the relevant funds from customer accounts and
transfers those funds to GSA. In recent years, DoD has encouraged its buyers
to pay particular attention to using the correct Fund Code in order to minimize
errors and ensure smooth processing of orders, billing and payments. In a
typical month, more than 225,000 AAC/DoDAAC transactions are processed
smoothly by GSA Global Supply.
If you need to apply for a new DoDAAC, GSA can provide the necessary
contact information for your Agency to help you get started. Use the email
address at the bottom of the screen to ask your question.
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You can also place orders via Government Purchase Card with GSA Global
Supply. We accept the use of the Government Purchase Card online or for
Phone and Fax. When placing an order via Government Purchase Card, you
are still conducting a Government to Government purchase meaning that your
credit card statement is going to indicate “GSA” as the supplier. All purchases
made through GSA go through a pre-authorization prior to submittal. And, you
can buy with confidence because GSA processes tens of thousands of credit
card billings a month. Since you are placing a requisition with GSA Global
Supply, you have the ability to place orders with generous spending limits.
And, at the end of the day, you’ll only have to contact one phone number with
questions – the National Customer Service Center (NCSC). The NCSC will be
able to answer any billing and shipping questions that may arise regarding
your order.
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Now, we’ll turn our attention to the web-ordering options available via GSA
Global Supply. The first option – and, most highly recommended, is the GSA
Global Supply ordering site. This is where you are going to find easy access to
only those items available for requisitioning via GSA Global Supply. Many
thousands of items are available on this site, to include both GSA Global
Supply National Stock Numbers and part-numbered items. You don’t have to
worry about external spending limits – or, if competition is required, because
the GSA Global Supply site does not include acquisition-based items where
FAR Subpart 8.4 applies.
(note, please see FAR 8.402 (c) FAR Subpart 8.4 is not applicable to orders
placed through the GSA Global Supply System).
You can utilize either your DoDAAC or Government Purchase Card to place
orders on the GSA Global Supply website. We’ve included tools that allow you
to check shipping status on your requisitions, re-order quickly, utilize an
electronic DD1348-6 and reconcile your Government Purchase Card
statement.
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This is a screenshot of the GSA Global Supply home page. You’ll see that this
is set up in a similar manner to many other online shopping sites. You have the
ability to search for items or browse from specific product categories. The site
also gives you the ability to “park” items in a shopping cart and send them
forward to a supervisor for approval. You also have the ability to narrow your
searches by selecting “green” attributes and/or the AbilityOne icon.
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This is a screenshot of the main shopping page. The arrow highlights the
search box where you can type in the NSN if you know it, or a search term like
copier paper. Note that at the bottom of the screen you have a link to a GSA
Global Supply catalog. You can view that online, or have a free copy mailed to
you anywhere in the world.
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Here are the results of a search for copier paper. Note that for every item, the
contractor is GSA Global Supply. Everything you see is a simple requisition
from GSA Global Supply.
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Another ordering option is the GSAAdvantage! website. This site includes full
access to the items available via GSA Global Supply on a requisition basis – as
well as the millions of items available on an acquisition basis via the GSA
Multiple Award Schedules program. Again, FAR Subpart 8.4 does apply to
acquisition based items – so, we caution users to make sure they delineate
what type of items they are purchasing on the GSAAdvantage! site. You have
the ability to utilize either a DoDAAC or Government Purchase Card on
GSAAdvantage! If you are buying GSA Global Supply items.
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This is a screen shot of the GSAAdvantage! home page. You’ll see a search bar
– as well as subcategories available under Products. You’ll also have the
ability on this site to search by “green” attributes and AbilityOne. Users also
have the ability to check requisition status via the NSN Ordering function at
the top of the screen.
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Here are the results from a search for a “ruler.” The first item is from GSA
Global Supply, and the green arrow highlights the requisition basis for this
purchase. But all the other option on the screen are from Schedule vendors. It’s
easy to comparison shop based on price, minimum order or other factors. But
just remember that all of the Schedule options are acquisitions and only the
GSA Global Supply choice is a simple requisition.
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Finally, as far as web ordering, our customers will have access to the GSA
Global Supply product line on FedMall, the new website that replaced DOD
Emall in June 2017. GSA is working with DLA to ensure that our NSN product
line is available on this site – but, individuals are only able to purchase via
DoDAAC.
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This is a screenshot of the FedMall homepage. If you’re required to use this
site, you’ll probably want to check back regularly as DLA enhances its
functionality.
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Customers have the option of calling orders into a GSA Global Supply Call
Center. This resource is available from Sunday night to Friday night to serve
customers worldwide. The Call Center is able to take orders utilizing a
DoDAAC, AAC or Government Purchase Card.
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If faxing an order is easier, please feel free to send us your order via this
method. The annual GSA Global Supply Catalog has a blank order form in the
back. Tear it out, make copies, and fax them in. We’ll fax back an order
confirmation that includes an order number that you can use for tracking
purposes.
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If the item you need cannot be found in the GSA Global Supply offering, we
offer a Special Order Program (SOP) to obtain those products. Customer
agencies can place requisitions with GSA Global Supply and be assured that
we will take all the necessary steps to ensure compliance with applicable
procurement regulations. We are limited to supporting products and ancillary
services within the commodity classes that GSA Global Supply manages. This
program is available to our global DoD customer base – and, can be used via
MILSTRIP or MIPR. The SOP option includes a wide variety of products such
as tools and hardware, office products, cleaning supplies and safety equipment.
We can support requirements ranging from the simple to complex, from low
cost to above the Simplified Acquisition Threshold. And, for ease of use, there
is one entry point for your requirements. Simply email the Special Order Desk
to start.
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One of our goals is to make the supply chain simple so you and your agency
can focus on your mission. Another way we are doing that is a recent, dramatic
expansion of our product offering. Instead of issuing NSNs for each item, and
having to manage those in perpetuity, we are using commercial part numbers.
You will see those items in search results on either GSA website and you can
buy with confidence, knowing they carry the same program benefits we’ve
been talking about already.
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Also, I’ll touch briefly on a new initiative we have begun to better serve our
customers in Europe. As you might know, traditionally orders from customers
there flowed to GSA and we or our vendor partners shipped them to a DLA
consolidation point. DLA grouped those items with their own products and
filled containers that were put on boats and eventually reached customers in
Germany or Italy.
Under the new program, we have partnered with a vendor who will stock in
Germany and ship to customers in Europe almost 800 popular NSNs. Instead
of waiting weeks or months, customers will have those items in 3-5 days.
We’re also working closely with DLA for them to forward shipments from its
facility in Germany to military customers in places like Cameroon or Djibouti.
We’re optimistic that we’ll shorten customer wait time and perhaps set a
precedent that we can follow for customers in other places around the world.
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At one time, GSA Global Supply operated retail stores around the world.
Under our current structure, those are managed by a different group
within GSA, but since some of you may have colleagues with an
interest, I’ll touch briefly on the concept.
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This slide includes a listing of the GSA Stores around the world. You’ll see
that GSA has positioned its inventory to be as close to the mission as possible.
We are consistently working with DoD to identify additional partnership
options. We’ve also formed a unique partnership with the US Marine Corps to
provide end-to-end supply chain support at their state-side stores.
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Another partnership model in place with DoD is the Enterprise Supply Chain
Solution. In this environment, GSA manages the entire supply chain for the
customer, to include both the customer-facing and back-end processes. We
customize each supply solution to meet the needs of the customer. This supply
chain solution might include an online storefront, a physical store location or
unique support of a legacy system environment. GSA will work with the
customer to customize the inventory by location – and, assist in determining
where items are best stocked for easy access.
GSA will then manage the vendor relationship – and, has the ability to support
a wide variety of product areas: Tools / Hardware, Office Supplies,
Automotive, IT Products, Facilities Maintenance, and more. Lastly, GSA will
also manage the back-end process, to include oversight of order status,
purchase order, billing data, and vendor/agency payments. GSA has worked
with the US Marine Corp to implement the ESCS solution at 5 USMC brick
and mortar stores in CONUS – and, has also created a Virtual Store to support
USMC customers worldwide.
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As mentioned throughout the training, the National Customer Service Center is
your one-stop shop for all questions pertaining to GSA Global Supply orders.
You can check on current pricing, order status, billing information, order
tracking, and more. The NCSC is now open 24/5 from Sunday at 9P ET to
Friday at 9:30P ET to assist all customers, both CONUS and OCONUS.
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We are proud to serve the military regardless of where they are stationed in the
world. We have staff in forward deployed environments to ensure that you
have the on-site support that you need. For the most up to date contact
information, please visit www.gsa.gov/globalsupplyoconus.
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And, last but not least, GSA Global Supply offers FREE publications. The
Ordering Guide on your left is an overview of the ordering process and a
useful “how to” for folks unfamiliar with our program. The Supply Catalog on
the right, due out this month, is an example of a product-focused publication.
Visit us online to view or download these and other publications, or to request
a printed copy.
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